
Assembly Instructions  

Melasty Motor/Vacuum Pump  

Bucket Unit trolley 

Let’s get to work and put your    

machine together!  
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Tel (912) 339-0173 



Assembly Instructions for the Milking Station: 

Remove from the box: 

 

A) Motor/Vacuum Pump  

C) Rubber connector, pipe holder bracket, vacuum air connector. 

D) End cap. 

 

You will find a hole on the top of the red metal frame, insert the rubber connector. 

To the left you will find a rubber tube, please insert the vacuum gauge next to the rubber 

connector.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cut your 1 1/4” Pvc in 2 pieces. Part 1 and Part 2. 

One will go on the top of your Vacuum Pump, and the other will go to the right or left 

forming a L. 



 Take the 2nd piece of your PVC and drill 1 hole, make the  hole big enough to 

insert the pipe holder bracket with the air valve 

connection. 

 

 

 

 

Drill with a drill bit 27”/64 

You can buy holding brackets and install them on the wall to sustain the PVC Tube. Get the 

PVC elbow and assemble part 1 and part 2 . Take the end cap rubber and put it at the end of 

the PVC part 2.  

Rubber connector 

Vacuum regulator 



Assembly Instructions for the milking bucket: 

Remove the dolly, bucket, metal arms and clusters from the box.  

Insert the metal arms with the hoses and milking clusters on the top of the dolly.  

Insert the Pulsators on the 2 nozzles on the top of the metal frame 



The pulsator has 2 nozzles, please connect the black pulsator hose that has 2 hoses to the  nozzles, on 

each pulsator. You need to warm the pulsator hose with a heat gun and put Vaseline around the pulsator 

nozzles to fit them smoothly. 

On the back of the metal frame you will find a metal nozzle, connect the short air hose from there to one 

of the entrances of your clear plastic lid. 



 

 

Connect each milk hose coming from the milking clusters to the 2nd  and 3rd entrance of the lid. 

  Use Vaseline in the air hose to help you connect it from the metal nozzle in the back of the frame to the        

entrance lid . The air hose needs to be inserted in the same lid entrance where you will find the milk stopper. 

Air Hose 

Milk Stopper 



Take the dolly with the milking bucket and put it underneath your milking station. Connect the 8FT black 

air hose from the air valve to the hole on the top of the dolly. 



 

 

12.-Turn off your milking machine and open the butterfly valves on the clusters to release the vacuum 

from your vacuum pump.  

 

13.– Remove the milking lid and put on your black transport lid. 

 

When the machine is completely assembled turn it on. Be sure the lid is properly put on the top of the bucket 

to avoid air leaks.  

9.– Adjust the vacuum regulator at .40. It is located at the back of the black air tank.  

10.– Open the red butterfly valves on your milking clusters and attach them to the udders. 

To open the red butterfly valve needs to be in vertical 

position. 


